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SHARPER
SOLUTIONS
Example of activities that 
can be delivered at a 
social distance

For practitioners working with 
young people to address the 
issues of knife carrying, 
conflict and violence
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In 2020 at the height of the COVID-19 
pandemic, No Knives Better Lives delivered 
an online knife carrying prevention 
practitioner’s training 
programme to the 
newly employed 
Social Impact 
Officers, part of 
Basketball Scotland’s 
Cashback Scotland
initiative.

Jack McLean one 
of the Social Impact 
Officers working 
at Craigie High 
School in Dundee, 
demonstrates in this 
special addition to 
Sharper Solutions 
how discussions and 
activities can be adapted to be
delivered at a social distance.
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PREVENTION WORK IN CONTEXT

COVID-19 AND 
RESTRICTIONS IN DELIVERY

Since the No Knives Better Lives campaign launched eleven years ago knife crime 
and incidences of knife carrying have fallen dramatically.

This is a welcome sign of all the great work that practitioners and other partners 
are doing all across Scotland to change the culture around violence, but it does not 
mean that we can become complacent.

The cyclical nature of the problem, coupled with the small but significant increase in 
knife crime prevalence in the last two years means that it is important that we do not 
rest on our laurels. The problem of violence persists to a greater extent in areas of 
deprivation. It is imperative that practitioners keep working in these areas to support 
and empower young people to make choices that improve their live chances.

The COVID-19 pandemic has meant that delivering violence and knife carrying 
prevention work just got a lot harder. As we move in and out of lockdown, our 
opportunities to deliver prevention activities to young people face to face have been 
severely curtailed. At various points during the current pandemic the options for 
delivery will be:

• Online only

• One to one support

• Detached youth work

• Inside or outside at a social distance
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Many group work activities can be adapted to take account of social distancing rules. 
The following three activities are examples of how an activity can be adapted to take 
social distancing into account.

Many other activities from our toolkit Sharp Solutions can be adapted if you use a 
little imagination!

GROUP WORK 
AND SOCIAL DISTANCING
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ACTIVITY 1

True or False

Aim of session: to dispel the myths 
around knife crime and knife carrying

A true/false quiz that can be delivered 
at a social distance, based on the 
quiz ‘Who’s the Sharpest?’ found in 
NKBL’s main practitioner toolkit Sharper 
Solutions (page 41). Watch 2 examples 
of youth worker Jack McLean facilitating 
this exercise with pupils from Craigie 
High School in Dundee. Jack works for 
Basketball Scotland as a Social Impact 
Officer and has customised the activity 
to include a basketball.

True or False Part One:

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=GG_IZpI-
JW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqH-
jb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index-
=2&t=109s

True or False Part Two:

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=oFX-
SIlsen98&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqH-
jb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=1

How you can customise this session

You can opt for individuals to answer questions and throw an object to them, 
such as a ball. This is what Jack did.

You could opt for small socially distanced teams. You could use a buzzer/bell/
flag for the team that knows the answer first.

You could hand individuals or small socially distanced teams a copy of the quiz 
questions and go through the answers with them once they’ve had a chance to 
discuss in their teams.

You could always deliver this session online!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG_IZpIJW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=2&t=109s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG_IZpIJW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=2&t=109s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG_IZpIJW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=2&t=109s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG_IZpIJW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=2&t=109s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GG_IZpIJW2U&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=2&t=109s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFXSIlsen98&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFXSIlsen98&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFXSIlsen98&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=1
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oFXSIlsen98&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=1
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Who is the Sharpest?
‘Knife Knowledge’ Quiz – What Do You Think? 
See Who Knows the Most About Knife Crime!

Knife crime is on the increase

WHO SCORED THE MOST?

TRUE FALSE

Scotland has a worse problem than England with knife crime

Men are more likely to carry knives than women

Women are more likely to be victims of knife crime

Most people who carry knives are under 25

It’s legal to carry a knife

It’s more likely that you will be stabbed by a stranger

Police can stop and search you if they think you are carrying a knife

You are less likely to be attacked if you carry a knife

If you have a criminal record you will not be allowed into the USA

It is legal to sell a knife to someone over 16

You can still go to prison even if you don’t use a knife

If you tell the police that you were carrying a knife because you 
were afraid then you can be let off with just a warning

You can get away with carrying a weapon if it is not a knife, say a 
sharpened metal comb
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Who is the Sharpest? 

The Answers - Who Knew Most About Knife Crime?
Knife crime is on the increase - FALSE

Knife crime has dramatically reduced in Scotland and is no longer as common as it was.  In 
2009 (the year No Knives Better Lives started) you were 64% more likely to risk injury through 
stabbing.

Scotland has a worse problem than England with knife crime - FALSE

Whereas Scotland has often had a reputation for violence (Glasgow used to be referred to 
as the Murder Capital of Europe in the mid 2000s), the reality is very different these days. 
The problem of knife crime is worse in London and seems to be fuelled by violent gangs and 
organised crime rings. Other cities in the Midlands are experiencing issues similar to those 
in London. By comparison, Scotland is relatively peaceful, though this is not a reason to be 
complacent about tackling knife crime.

Men are more likely to carry knives than women - TRUE

A lot more likely! 85% of people convicted of carrying knives were men.

Women are more likely to be victims of knife crime - FALSE

Knife crime is predominantly a male on male activity.  Men are far more likely to be the 
victims of knife crime than women.

Most people who carry knives are under 25 - FALSE

The average age of someone convicted of carrying a knife in Scotland is 29.  Most young 
people do not carry knives.  We think that knife carrying is not seen as either cool or safe 
amongst young people.

It’s legal to carry a knife - FALSE

It is illegal to carry a knife or offensive weapon in a public place without a reasonable 
excuse. Reasonable excuses include work use, such as knives for carpet fitting and fishing, 
but this only applies whilst actually in the workplace. You can get up to 5 years for carrying a 
knife.

It’s more likely that you will be stabbed by a stranger - FALSE

Most people who are stabbed know the perpetrator. You are unlikely to be stabbed by a 
stranger.

Police can stop and search you if they think you are carrying a knife - TRUE

Police can legitimately stop and search you if they suspect you of carrying a knife.
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You are less likely to be attacked if you carry a knife - FALSE

You are more likely to be attacked if you carry a knife, or have that knife used against you.

If you have a criminal record you will not be allowed into the USA - TRUE

The USA and other places such as Australia and Canada are very strict about letting people 
into the country with criminal records. You will be highly unlikely to gain entry to those 
countries with a criminal record.

It is legal to sell a knife to someone over 16 - FALSE

It is illegal to sell a knife or any bladed article to anyone under the age of 18 unless it is a 
domestic knife (cutlery). It is illegal to sell even a domestic knife to anyone under the age of 
16.

You can still go to prison even if you don’t use a knife - TRUE

You could be sent to prison for murder or attempted murder even if you didn’t have or use 
the knife. If you are with someone who does use a knife and harms someone you could be 
found guilty under the ‘joint enterprise’ rule.

If you tell the police that you were carrying a knife because you were afraid, or were 
carrying it for someone else then you can be let off with just a warning - FALSE

If you are caught carrying a knife, it doesn’t matter if it was for your own protection or you 
were carrying it for someone else – you can be prosecuted and the police are unlikely to let 
you off. The police will have heard both of these excuses many times.

You can get away with carrying a weapon if it is not a knife, say a sharpened metal 
comb - FALSE

The legal definition of an offensive weapon includes anything that is intended to harm 
another person, such as a sharpened comb. It is also illegal to carry a ‘disguised knife’ – 
anything with a concealed blade or a sharp point that’s made to look like an everyday object 
(like a pen, a lipstick or a cigarette lighter). You can still get up to 5 years.

Facilitator’s notes:

The aim of the quiz is to reassure young 
people about knife crime and knife 
carrying in a way that is both interactive 
and fun. Try and make the quiz as fund 
as possible!

Remember – knife crime is rare.

Give the facts about knife crime without 
sensationalising. Young people are 
more likely to be turned off by attempts 
to scare them.

You can download a PowerPoint 
presentation that accompanied this 
quiz which gives the answers. It is easy 
to present and give the ‘facts’.

Don’t forget to take a prize for the 
winning team – they might not forgive 
you!
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ACTIVITY 2

Moral Choices

Aim of session: to explore morals and 
values

A discussion that can be facilitated 
at a social distance, based on the 
questionnaire ‘Moral Choices’ found in 
NKBL’s main practitioner toolkit Sharper 
Solutions (page 54). Watch this example 
of youth worker Jack McLean facilitating 
this exercise with pupils from Craigie 
High School in Dundee. Rather than 
hand out the questionnaire, Jack gives 
each participant (showing them on the 
handout) a moral choice and asks the 
young people to rank themselves and 
to say why. Jack works for Basketball 
Scotland as a Social Impact Officer and 
has customised the activity to work for 
a smaller group and to take account of 
social distancing.

Moral Choices:

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=WooVhvXp-
wTI&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2a-
hENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=4

How you can customise this session

You can assign one of the ‘actions’ to an individual, a pair or a small group

You could use the questionnaire with an individual, a pair or a small group and 
go through the responses after they have discussed them

You could ask individuals to make a line with least wrong at one side of the 
room and most wrong at the other side of the room and ask people to say 
why they are standing where they are. You could even move people about 
afterwards if there is agreement on a change of ‘line-up’
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Moral Choices

Give each participant a ‘moral choices’ 
handout and ask them to complete the left 
hand column.

Alternatively, you can get the group to slit 
into pairs or smaller groups and have a 
discussion before they fill in the left hand 
column.

Encourage people to make their choices 
on what THEY consider to be wrong, not 
necessarily what is most serious by law.

Once they have completed the left hand 
column, ask them to come up with suitable 
punishments (not all are against the law).  
Encourage them to be as imaginative as 
possible.

Facilitate a discussion around the thinking 
behind their ideas. Get them to challenge 
each other. What does the group think 
about punishment? Why is one action less/
more moral than another?

Time required:
30 minutes

Objectives:
To explore our morals and 
values

Description:
Group activity

Resources required:
‘Moral choices’ handout, 
pens

Facilitator’s notes:

Ask the group about the following;

How hard/easy was it to decide on 
your choice ranking?

Where there any that provoked more 
debate than others?

Were there some crimes that were 
worse than others?

What do you think of people who 
commit these crimes?

Who would get hurt by these 
behaviours?

Facilitator’s notes:

Ask the group about the following;

What are the financial implications for 
victims?

How do the group’s choices compare 
with the legal seriousness (you could 
get the group to rank them in terms of 
the legal consequences)?
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Number in order of seriousness 
(1 most wrong, 10 least wrong)

Throwing stones at a street lamp and breaking it

Attempting to have sex with someone who is too drunk to know 
what is happening

Stealing a Mars Bar from a shop

Breaking into a jewellers and stealing £10,000

Calling a child with a disability a name

Kicking a dog

Taking a day off school with friends to drink and hang about the 
streets

Breaking into a house while people are asleep in bed

Vandalising cars

Carrying a knife
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ACTIVITY 3

Agree / Disagree

Aim of session: to explore attitudes to 
knife carrying

An ‘on the move’ agree/disagree 
discussion that can be facilitated 
at a social distance, based on the 
discussion ‘Knives are Bad?’ found in 
NKBL’s main practitioner toolkit Sharper 
Solutions (page 52). Watch this example 
of youth worker Jack McLean facilitating 
this exercise with pupils from Craigie 
High School in Dundee. Jack works for 
Basketball Scotland as a Social Impact 
Officer and has customised the activity 
to include a basketball.

Agree / Disagree:

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=JBNJb-
wePU0E&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqH-
jb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=3

How you can customise this session

You could deliver this session easily outside, for example on a tennis court or 
play park

You could opt for a show of hands if you don’t have enough space

You could use a ‘talking stick’ or basketball in Jack’s case, especially if you are 
working with a noisy or disruptive group!

You could always write your own statements or get the group to come up with 
ideas relevant to their community

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNJbwePU0E&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNJbwePU0E&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNJbwePU0E&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JBNJbwePU0E&list=PLdIOkTvvxtpcqHjb2ahENr6CQOmknvGbT&index=3
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Knives are Bad? - Agree/Disagree

At one end of the room have the statement 
agree and at the other have the statement 
disagree.

Get everyone to stand in the middle of the 
room. The middle of the room stands for 
‘don’t know’.

Read out the statements and ask the group 
to ‘move’ to where they feel they want to 
stand in relation to whether they agree or 
disagree.

If they choose they can stand in the middle, 
or along a continuum.

People with strong views must try and 
persuade the undecided to back their point 
of view.

Facilitate a debate amongst the group 
members. You can add factual information 
or correct any ‘myths’ the group use in their 
arguments with each other.

Once the debate has concluded you can 
ask if anyone wants to move – no one 
should be allowed to remain in the middle.

Read another statement and have another 
debate!

Time required:
20 minutes

Objectives:
To hold a moving debate that 
explores attitudes in relation 
to knife carrying

Description:
An ‘on the move’ discussion

Resources required:
Space to move about in

Facilitator’s notes:

The point of this exercise is to be 
provocative and thought provoking – 
you may have to play devil’s advocate 
to get the debate flowing.

This exercise can be tough with a 
quiet group. You will have to work 
hard to get individuals to voice 
different views from everyone else.

Encourage debate between the group 
members – try and get them to do 
your job for you.

Remind group members to justify their 
views and explain to everyone that 
they have the right to change their 
mind.
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Agree/Disagree Statements

I would never use a knife

If you’re under 16 you can’t be prosecuted for carrying a knife

The media makes out like all young people carry knives

People who carry knives are stupid

Carrying a knife makes you feel safer

There is a safe place to stab someone (i.e. the bum)

I might carry a weapon if I knew someone was ‘after’ me

If I knew my friend was carrying a knife I wouldn’t ‘grass’ on him/her

If I knew my friend was carrying a knife I would try and persuade him/her not to

You are less likely to be bullied if you carry a knife

It’s hard to get hold of a knife if you are under 16

You can add your own statements if you wish.* 
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